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1. Revisions to Manual 14F and the OA, that were endorsed at the January PC were presented by PJM as the main motion at the MRC.

2. LS Power, DC OPC, DE DPA, MD OPC, WV PSC, PJM ICC, and AMP proposed an alternate motion for consideration of cost commitments that extend beyond construction cost and include evaluation of legal enforceability.

3. Following discussion the main motion failed in a sector-weighted vote with 1.71 in favor.

4. A motion to defer the vote on the alternate motion was deferred to no later than the May 2018 MRC to allow the PC to further vet the alternate motion and other potential solutions.
Next Steps

- PJM will conduct special PC sessions to vet the concerns raised during the discussions at the MRC
- The target is to bring the matter back to the MRC in May
- Special PC sessions are scheduled on the dates below

- Feb. 9, 2018
- Mar. 6, 2018
- Mar. 16, 2018
- Apr. 3, 2018
- Apr. 27, 2018